Summary: MultiPLX is a new program for automatic grouping of PCR primers. It can use many different parameters to estimate the compatibility of primers, such as primer-primer interactions, primerproduct interactions, difference in melting temperatures, difference in product length and the risk of generating alternative products from the template. A unique feature of the MultiPLX is the ability to perform automatic grouping of large number (thousands) of primer pairs. Availability: Binaries for Windows, Linux and Solaris are available from http://bioinfo.ebc.ee/download/. A graphical version with limited capabilities can be used through a web interface at http://bioinfo. ebc.ee/multiplx/. The source code of the program is available on request for academic users.
INTRODUCTION
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is widely used in different areas of science and biotechnology. Grouping of PCR primer sets for amplification in a single tube (multiplexing) provides substantial savings in terms of time, chemicals and, most importantly sample materials. Thus, multiplexing is a powerful way for optimizing the cost of genetic analysis and some procedures of PCR are patented (Piepenbrock et al., 2004) , which further demonstrates its importance. While a lot of effort has been put into the experimental optimization of multiplex PCR conditions (Henegariu et al., 1997; Zangenberg et al., 1999) , little attention has been paid to the prediction of primer compatibility in multiplex reactions. Smaller multiplex groups are often composed manually and verified by trial and error, but this kind of approach is suboptimal for large datasets. Although there are software programs available for testing the compatibility of PCR primer pairs for multiplexing (Rychlik, 1995; Singh et al., 1998; Vallone and Butler, 2004) , these do not perform automatic grouping and are unable to handle large datasets automatically. We have developed a program, MultiPLX, for automatic primer compatibility testing and grouping. It can also be used for the compatibility evaluation of the existing primer groups. The program is written in standardized C++ for maximum performance and compatibility. We have built binaries for Linux (×86 compatible processors), Windows and Solaris operating systems. Most of the functionality can be used through the web-based interface also. * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION
The workflow of MultiPLX is divided into two main tasks: (1) calculation of compatibility scores for existing PCR primers and (2) grouping of PCR primers based on the cut-off scores. By scores, we are referring to all measurable parameters that may affect the compatibility of different PCR primer sets. Currently, MultiPLX is capable of calculating eight different pre-defined score types:
(1) maximum binding energy (deltaG) of two primers including 3 ends of both primers The scores 1-5 are calculated by exhaustive evaluation of all possible gapless alignments and calculation of their deltaG values. The algorithm allows mismatches of any length. The thermodynamic calculations are performed using nearest-neighbor approximation.
The default values of enthalpy and entropy of the dinucleotide pairs are the same as used in the program PROBESEL (Kaderali and Schliep, 2002) , alternative set of enthalpy and entropy values from the Primer3 program is also available. The concentrations of monovalent salts, Mg 2+ and DNA can be changed from command line. In addition to the predefined score types, MultiPLX allows the use of a user-specified score, which can be imported into the program. For example, the ability of primers from different PCR primer sets to generate additional PCR products from the human genomic DNA, as calculated by auxiliary program gt4multiplx (http://bioinfo.ebc.ee/gt4multiplx/) can be imported as a custom score into MultiPLX.
Compatibility scores are calculated for all possible pairwise combinations of PCR primer sets. MultiPLX allows in-depth examination of all default scores, including the listing of alignments between primers and their products from different PCR sets. Each score type has a default cut-off value to determine whether two given PCR primer sets are compatible and thus can be amplified in the same group. Compatibility cut-off values for all scores can be adjusted by the user either as generic stringency criteria (low, normal, high) or as exact numerical values. Default compatibility cut-offs are generating approximately N3 plex (high stringency), 6-10 plex (normal stringency) or 15-20 plex (low stringency) groups of 100 PCR primer sets. Automatic grouping of primers is based on compatibility scores and corresponding cut-off values, mentioned above. Two primer sets are considered incompatible if at least one of the compatibility scores exceeds the predefined cut-off value. Two grouping algorithms are implemented.
Algorithm 1. Number of friends (default).
(1) Sort PCR primer sets by the number of compatible primer pairs they have.
(2) In a sorted list of primers, try to insert each primer set into existing groups. If this is not possible, create a new group and move the primer set there.
(3) Repeat until all PCR primer sets have been grouped.
(4) Report the result-list of primer sets associated with their group numbers.
Algorithm 2. Random grouping. The second algorithm is based on random grouping.
(1) Reorder PCR primer sets randomly.
(2) Try to group each primer set into existing groups. If this is not possible, create a new group and move the primer set there.
(3) Repeat until all PCR primer sets are grouped.
(4) Record the number of groups and group number for each primer.
(5) Repeat the steps 1-4 N times (default value of N is 10 000).
(6) Report the result that generated the lowest number of groups.
The random grouping approach typically generates groups of very different sizes. To make the number of primers in each group more uniform an extra optimization step can be invoked. Optimization tries to move PCR sets from larger groups into smaller ones and swap elements randomly between the groups, until all group sizes differ by no more than one primer pair. None of the grouping algorithms guarantees the optimal solution (lowest possible number of groups). However, the first algorithm typically gives smaller number of groups with shorter computation time. Randomized grouping may be desirable in situations where non-deterministic grouping solution is preferred.
MultiPLX can also be used for the evaluation of existing PCR groups against the calculated score values. Groups where some primer pairs break cut-off rules will be listed alongside the problematic primers. Using this list it is possible to examine, which primers do not fit together and need to be replaced. This option can be helpful for the evaluation of the existing PCR groups with problematic results.
The computation time required by the program for different numbers of primers is shown in Table 1 .
